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It may be helpful for you to have a few notes cover
some points in the initial combat operatiClls: 

c: l. As a result of the Trinity shot we are led 
~ expect a very similar performance from the first Little 
~ oy and the first plutCllium Fat Man. The energy release of 

~ =g ~ th of these units should lie in the ra:nge of 12,000 = c.:· cc 20,000 tons, and the blashshould be equivalent to that 
.____ -------rom 8,000 to 15 ,ooo tons of TNT. It will te.ke a long time 

' 

\ 

to obtain and analyse the relevant information fran Trinity. 
Any changes in the anticipations here indicated will be com
municated to you at once. It is of the utmost importance 
that blast measurements be made during combat delivery to 
coofirm or disprove these anticipations. · 

' 
2. Tentative fuse settings have been established 

to fire the units at points 1850 feet above terrain. It is 
possible that further Trinity information may cause us to re
vise these firing heights. It is essential that the nature 
of the target be taken into account in determining ·these 
firing beigbts. The figures given above a.re appropriate for 
the maximum demolition of light structures. Should the tar
get include important heavy structians, the fusing heights 
should be revised downward. It is suggested that Drs. Ram
sa:y, Penney, and Serber be coo.sulted on this matter and that,· 
if at all possible, the problem be referred back to Site Y. 

,;. With such high firing heights it is not ex
pected that radioactive contaminatico will reach the ground. 
The :&tll of Fire should hi,.ve a brilliance which should per
sist looE;er tha.n s.t Trinity, since no dust should be mixed 
with it. In general, the visible light emitted by the units 
should be even more spectacular. Lethal radiation t.:ill, of 
course, reach the ground from the bomb itself. The mini.Jau.m 
height of firing for which these ccmditions are likely to 
prevail is 1,000 feet above terrain. 
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4. Tbe possibilities of a less than optimal 
perf orma.nce ot the Little lay are quite small and lhould 
be ignored. The possibility that the first combat plu
tonium Fat ilan will give a less than optimal performance 
is about twelve percent. There is about a six percent 
chance that the energy release will be under five thousand 
tons, and about a two percent chance that it will be under 
one th0usand tons. It should not be much less than me 
thousand tons tmless there is 6ll actual mslfunctioning of 
some of the components· DOE ARCHIVES 

5. It is probably not desirable to attempt at 
DestinatiC11 to establish, Cll a statistical basis, the re
liability of Fat llan Componeots. On the other band, it 
is desirable to subject the componente scheduled for bot 
use to inspecticn and testing with the greatest care. It 
is suggested, and requested, that if the tests of Fat Kan 
components appear to involve a delay beyond the scheduled 
date in readiness to deliver th.is unit .f'u.1.1 information be 
transmitted to Site Y in order that we may assist in every 
way possible in clearing the matters up. 

6. Good luck. 
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/s/ 
J. R. Oppenheimer 
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